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ABSTRACT
Reconstructing evolutionary trees is an important problem
in biology. A response to the computational intractability
of most of the traditional criteria for inferring evolutionary
trees has been a focus on new criteria, particularly quartetbased methods that seek to merge trees derived on subsets
of four species from a given species-set into a tree for that
entire set. Unfortunately, most of these methods are very
sensitive to errors in the reconstruction of the trees for individual quartets of species. A recently-developed technique
called quartet cleaning can alleviate this difficulty in certain cases by using redundant information in the complete
set of quartet topologies for a given species-set to correct
such errors. In this paper, we describe two new local vertex
quartet cleaning algorithms which have optimal time complexity and error-correction bound, respectively. These are
the first known local vertex quartet cleaning algorithms that
are optimal with respect to either of these attributes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent advances in Molecular Biology [4] have resulted
in huge amounts of biological sequence data over a steadily
increasing number of species. One application of this data
is the derivation of hypotheses about how a given group
of species evolved from their most recent common ancestor. Each such hypothesis is typically represented by an
evolutionary tree or phylogeny, which is an edge-weighted
rooted tree such that the leaves are labeled by sequences of
given species, the internal nodes represent the (possibly unknown) sequences associated with ancestral species, and the
weights on the edges represent the evolutionary distances
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between species. In theory, larger datasets are desirable because they seem to result in more accurate trees; however,
in practice, large datasets make exhaustive tree-evaluation
methods such as Maximum Likelihood and Maximum Parsimony unusable (see [12] and references).
In order to overcome the computational difficulties associated with traditional phylogeny inference methods, a number of quartet based methods have been proposed in recent
years [1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 11]. A quartet is a set of four species
and a quartet topology is a partition of a quartet into two
subsets, where in each set there are the two species that
are more closely related. The quartet paradigm divides the
phylogeny inference process into two steps: the first step is,
given the species sequences, applying a quartet topology inference method [10, 12] to reconstruct the (supposed) quartet topologies, the second step is, given all quartet topologies, applyinf a quartet recombination method [2, 8, 11] to
reconstruct an evolutionary tree topology. At the end of this
two-step process the tree is rooted and weights are assigned
to the edges.
Most research has focused on the latter step. However, the
former step is critical as almost all quartet-recombination
methods fail if even a small proportion of the reconstructed
quartet topologies are erroneous. Indeed, the problem of
erroneous quartet topologies is considered one of the main
drawbacks of quartet-based methods.
One approach to dealing with erroneous quartet topologies is to ask for the tree that is consistent with the largest
possible set of derived quartets. Unfortunately, the decision version of this problem is N P -complete [3] and hence
is unlikely to be solvable efficiently. A much more interesting alternative has been proposed under the title of quartet
cleaning [9]. The main idea is to modify the two-step process described above to allow an intermediate step that can
detect and correct all erroneous quartet topologies, provided
the distribution of these errors in the phylogeny is sparse.
This is possible because each quartet topology error affects
a restricted portion of the tree – namely, those vertices or
edges in the tree such that the quartet is across that edge
or vertex (see next section for a formal definition). Quartet
cleaning techniques can correct all errors across an edge or
vertex provided that a number of errors is bounded by fixed
fraction of the total number of quartets across that edge or
vertex. The quartet cleaning algorithms presented to date
can be split into two classes: global and local. The former
assume that the bound on the number of errors holds for all
vertices (edges) of the tree and only reconstructs the tree
in that case, while the latter only require that the bound

hold for some vertices (edges) and reconstructs the portion
of the tree consisting of all vertices (edges) for which the
error bound is satisfied.
In this paper, we will describe two optimal local vertex
cleaning algorithms; the first has an optimal time complexity
that is linear in the size of the given set of all quartet topologies but has a sub-optimal error correction bound, while
the second has an almost quadratic time complexity but
is optimal with respect to the number of errors corrected.
These algorithms compare favorably with the only previously described local vertex cleaning algorithm [3] which is
suboptimal with respect to both the time complexity and
the number of errors that can be corrected. Furthermore,
both of these algorithms are relatively simple and derive
their power from new analyses of the relationship between
the error bound on a vertex and the number of correct quartet topologies that must be across that vertex.

compatible if there exists a phylogeny that induces both of
them. An efficient algorithm for computing the tree inducing a given set of compatible bipartitions is given in [7]; note
that this algorithm can be easily extended to the case where
a set of tripartitions is given as input. Let Q be a complete
set of quartet topologies over S (that is the resolutions for
all possible quartets over S) and let T be a phylogeny over
S. A quartet {a, b, c, d} over S is a quartet error for T if its
resolution in Q is different from that in QT . The number of
quartets across a vertex v is 12 (|S| − 3)|Av ||Bv ||Cv |; this is
also an upper bound for the number of quartet errors across
a vertex.

3. QUARTET CLEANING ALGORITHMS
edge

2. TERMINOLOGY
In this paper, we will denote the given species set by S,
and let n be the cardinality of S, i.e., n = |S|. An evolutionary tree T over S is a tree whose leaves are exactly the
members of S and whose internal nodes have degree 3. A
quartet from S is any subset of S of 4 elements. A quartet
topology is a partition of a quartet into two subsets of two
elements each, written as ab|cd. The quartet topology (or
resolution) induced by a tree T for a quartet {a, b, c, d} is
ab|cd if and only if a is closer to b than either c or d in T .
For example, the quartet topologies induced by the tree T in
Figure 1 for {a, b, c, d}, {c, f, g, h}, and {f, g, h, i} are ab|cd,
cf |gh, and f g|hi. In the following, QT will denote the set
of all possible quartet topologies induced by T .
Given an evolutionary tree on a species-set S, each internal node v of T induces a tripartition (Av , Bv , Cv ) of S such
that T − {v} consists of three trees whose set of leaves are
Av , Bv , and Cv . The tripartition induced by vertex v in T
is shown in Figure 1. Let Q(Av , Bv , Cv ) (or QT (v)) denote
v
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Local
2-bounded,
O(n5 ) time [6]
4-bounded, O(n7 ) time [3]
9-bounded, O(n4 ) time (*)
2-bounded, O(n7 ) time (*)

Global
2-bounded,
O(n4 ) time [3]
–

Table 1: Quartet Cleaning Algorithms: Known Results. Boldface means optimality of an attribute is
denoted by boldfacing that attribute. Algorithms
developed in this paper are starred (*).

Informally, a quartet cleaning algorithm [3] computes a
phylogeny consisting of vertices or edges such that the number of quartet errors across those vertices or edges is bounded
by a given value. The following definitions formalize this description. Let T be an evolutionary tree over a set S, and let
hA, Bi be a bipartition of S. Then hA, Bi is α-bounded if the
number of quartet errors across such bipartition is strictly
less than (|A| − 1)(|B| − 1)/α. Let T be an evolutionary tree
over a set S, and let hA, B, Ci be a tripartition of S. Then
hA, B, Ci is called α-bounded if all bipartitions hA, B ∪ Ci,
hB, A ∪ Ci, hC, A ∪ Bi are α-bounded.
A quartet cleaning algorithm has global vertex (edge) bound
α if it corrects all quartet errors in phylogenies such that the
tripartition (bipartition) induced by each vertex (edge) is αbounded, and a quartet cleaning algorithm has local vertex
(edge) bound α if it corrects all quartet errors across any
vertex (edge) whose induced tripartition (bipartition) is αbounded [3]. Note that a local vertex algorithm does not
require the bound to hold for all vertices. Hence such algorithms are more robust than global cleaning algorithms

e

Figure 1: Tripartition induced by v in T .
the set of quartets {a, b, c, d} such that a ∈ Av , b ∈ Bv , and
c ∈ Cv : each such quartet is said to be across the vertex v.
For example, in the tree T in Figure 1, the quartet {a, b, f, i}
is across vertex v but quartet {a, b, c, g} is not across vertex
v. Similarly, each edge e of T induces a bipartition (Ae , Be )
such that removing the edge e from T gives two trees with
leaves Ae and Be respectively. A quartet {a, b, c, d} is said
to be across the edge e (or across hAe , Be i) if and only if
|Ae ∩ {a, b, c, d}| = 2. Two tripartitions (bipartitions) are

AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c)
Input: A triplet {a, b, c} from the species-set S.
Output: A tripartition that is compatible with the
given triplet relative to Q.
A := {a}; B := {b}; C := {c}.
For each s ∈ S − {a, b, c} Do
If as|bc ∈ Q Then A := A ∪ {s}
If sb|ac ∈ Q Then B := B ∪ {s}
If ab|cs ∈ Q Then C := C ∪ {s}
EndFor
Return the tripartition hA, B, Ci
Table 2: Algorithm AssociatePartition.

that require the bound to hold for all edges or vertices of
the tree.
The state of the art in quartet cleaning algorithms is
summarized in Table 1. The idea of quartet cleaning was
first described in [9]. This paper gave a polynomial-time
global edge cleaning algorithm with bound 2. This bound
is asymptotically optimal, as there exist examples where
(|Ae | − 1)(|Be | − 1)/2 quartet errors across an edge e with
associated bipartition (Ae , Be ) make it impossible for any
algorithm to correct all quartet errors across that edge. Unfortunately, the polynomial in the time complexity is of
very high order and the algorithm is of theoretical interest only. A 2-bounded global edge cleaning algorithm and a
4-bounded local vertex cleaning algorithm were given in [3];
the time complexity of the former is linear in the number
of given quartet topologies i.e., O(n4 ), and is hence optimal, while the latter runs in O(n7 ) time.A 2-bounded local
edge cleaning algorithm that runs in O(n5 ) time was subsequently described in [6] in the context of a more accurate
(albeit more complex) quartet cleaning framework called hypercleaning (see [6] for details).
In the following two sections, we will describe a α-bounded
local vertex cleaning algorithm that runs in O(n4 ) time for
α ≥ 9 and a 2-bounded local vertex cleaning algorithm that
runs in O(n7 ) time. Both of the algorithms exploit the Theorem 3 in [3]: Any two 2-bounded tripartitions of a set S,
hA1 , B1 , C1 i and hA2 , B2 , C2 i are compatible.
The proof given in [3] is for the case of 4-bounded tripartitions, but it holds also for the case of α-bounded tripartitions, with α ≥ 2. Hence, to describe a local vertex cleaning
algorithm, it suffices to compute a set of 2-bounded tripartitions containing all α-bounded tripartitions.
All algorithms described in this paper rely on a procedure AssociatePartition which associates a tripartition with
a given triplet of species a, b, c ∈ S (see Table 2). Given a
tripartition hA, B, Ci associated with the triplet {a, b, c} we
will say that all quartets {a, b, c, s} with s ∈ S − {a, b, c}
witness the tripartition hA, B, Ci. Whenever we mention
partitions witnessed by some quartets, we mean partitions
computed by AssociatePartition. Clearly if the number of
witnesses of a tripartition is large, then it is likely that
such tripartition is correct. In particular if there are no
quartet errors in Q then the set of witnesses of a tripartition hA, B, Ci is exactly the set of quartets across hA, B, Ci,
which contains |A||B||C|(|S| − 3)/2 elements.
Lemma 3.1. Let (a, b, c, d) be a quartet of species in S.
Then (a, b, c, d) may witness at most 4 tripartitions.
Proof. By construction. Only tripartitions associated
with a triplet in the set {a, b, c, d} can be witnessed by the
quartet {a, b, c, d}. The claim follows as there are exactly 4
such triplets.
Note that Lemma 3.1 implies that there are at most O(n4 )
tripartitions that have at least one witness.
Lemma 3.2. Let hA, B, Ci be a tripartition of the set S
induced by the removal of a vertex in the tree, and (a, b, c, s)
be a quartet error with a, s ∈ A, b ∈ b, c ∈ C. Then at most
2|S|−7 missing witnesses of hA, B, Ci are due to such error.
Lemma 3.2, whose proof is omitted, suggests that an αbounded tripartition must have a sufficiently large number
of witnesses. In the next section we will prove that result
for the case of α ≥ 9.

4. A TIME-OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe a O(n4 ) time algorithm that
computes all α-bounded tripartitions associated with a given
complete set of quartet topologies for S when α ≥ 9. As
this set of quartet topologies is of size O(n4 ), this time complexity is optimal. The algorithm exploits the fact that αbounded tripartitions must have a certain number of witnesses. The following lemma establishes the relationship
between α and the number of witnesses. The proof is rather
technical ans is omitted due to page constraints.
Lemma 4.1. Let α, e be two constants such that α ≥ 9,
4α
e ≥ α−8
and let hA, B, Ci be an α-bounded tripartition with
|A| + |B| + |C| ≥ ( 12
− 3e−6
)e. Then hA, B, Ci have at least
α
2e
|A||B||C|(|S| − 3)/e witnesses.
For simplicity’s sake our algorithm assumes that n ≥
), where e satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1,
e(12/α+ 3e−6
2e
otherwise we have only a cosntant number of species and all
bipartitions can be checked for α-boundedness.
The first part of a local vertex cleaning algorithm that
exploits this property is given in Table 3. The algorithm
begins by computing the tripartition associated with each
triplet {a, b, c}. In a convenient abuse of notation, AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c) also denotes the partition returned
by algorithm AssociatePartition. Note that after this first
step is completed, it is possible to access AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c) in constant time. We assume an ordering
s1 , . . . , sn of the elements in S so we can represent a tripartition with a sequence of n integers hp1 , . . . , pn i where
pi = 1 if si ∈ A, pi = 2 if si ∈ B, and pi = 3 if si ∈
C. For example, the tripartition {a1 , a4 }, {a2 , a5 }, {a3 } of
{a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 } is stored as h1, 2, 3, 1, 2i and the partition
{{a1 , a2 }, {a3 , a5 }, {a4 }} is stored as h1, 1, 2, 3, 2i. This encoding allows the examination of the elements of a partition
in O(n) time. Note further that by Lemma 3.1, each quartet can witness at most 4 tripartitions and our algorithm
associates each tripartition with some set of triplets. Information about the tripartition-quartet relationship will be
stored in an array of lists witness(q) indexed by quartets of
S, where witness(q) = {(a, b, c) : q witnesses AssociatedPartition(S, Q, a, b, c)}.
Consider the time complexity of algorithm ConstructPartitions. The key observation for proving that Part 1 has O(n4 )
time complexity is that each quartet witnesses at most 4 tripartitions; hence inserting into set witness(a, b, c, s) can be
done in constant time. Since each call to AssociatePartition
requires O(n) time, the total time spent in Part 1 is O(n4 ).
Computing the number of witnesses of a tripartition p can
be done in O(w) time, where w is the number of witnesses
of p, as the witnesses must appear consecutively in PT . By
Lemma 3.1, the total number of witnesses (and consequently
the time required in Part 2) is O(n4 ). As for Part 3, note
that the set P prior to that loop contains only those tripartitions p such that the number of witnesses of p is at least
|A||B||C|(|S| − 3)/e times the number of quartets across the
vertex associated with p. By Lemma 3.2, the total number
of quartets across partitions that need to be examined in
that loop is O(n4 ) and this final loop runs in O(n4 ) time.
This leads to an overall O(n4 ) time complexity for algorithm
ConstructPartitions.
To complete the local vertex cleaning algorithm, note that
by Lemma 3.1, there is a tree compatible with the tripartitions in P , and moreover, this tree can be computed in

O(n4 ) time by a standard algorithm [7]. Hence, the algorithm as a whole runs in O(n4 ) time.
ConstructPartitions(S, Q, α)
Input: A complete set Q of quartet topologies over the
species-set S, with |S| = n.
Output: The list P of compatible α-bounded tripartitions of S induced by Q.
/* Part 1 */
Let PT be an empty table.
For each triplet a, b, c ∈ S Do
p:=AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c)
For each s ∈ S − {a, b, c} Do
If p ∈
/ witness(a, b, c, s) Then
Add entry h(a, b, c, s), pi to PT .
witness(a, b, c, s):=witness(a, b, c, s) ∪ {p}
EndIf
EndFor
EndFor
/* Part 2 */
Sort PT using the partitions as primary key and the
quartets as secondary key.
For each stream ti , . . . ti+k of consecutive rows of PT
with the same partition p Do
Add p to the set P of computed tripartitions
Compute the number of witnesses of p.
EndFor
/* Part 3 */
For each tripartition p = hA, B, Ci ∈ P Do
If |witness(p)| < |A||B||C|(n − 3)/e then
remove p from P .
EndFor
For each partition p = hA, B, Ci ∈ P Do
Remove p from P if p is not 2-bounded
EndFor
Return P
Table 3: Algorithm ConstructPartitions.

5. AN ERROR-OPTIMAL ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe a O(n7 ) time algorithm that
computes all 2-bounded tripartitions associated with a given
complete set of quartet topologies for S. As there exist examples where (|Ae | − 1)(|Be − 1)/2 quartet errors across an
edge e with associated bipartition (Ae , Be ) make it impossible for any algorithm to correct all quartet errors across
that edge [9], this error bound is optimal.
The algorithm described in this section exploits some particularly convenient restrictions on the numbers of witness
that must exist for any 2-bounded tripartition. These restrictions are best appreciated in the context of the simple
local vertex cleaning algorithm given in Table 4. Whenever there exists a triplet {a, b, c} with p = AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c), algorithm CleanSimple is guaranteed to
output a list L of partitions including p. Consequently we
only have to ensure that we also include the 2-bounded partitions that are not associated with any triplet, which means
that we now have to deal only with the case where all tripartitions associated with the triplets a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and
c ∈ C are incorrect.

CleanSimple(S, Q)
Input: A complete set Q of quartet topologies over the
species-set S.
Output: The list P of compatible 2-bounded tripartitions of S induced by Q.
P := ∅
For each triplet a, b, c ∈ S Do
p := AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c)
If p is 2-bounded Then
P := P ∪ {p}
EndIf
EndFor
Return P
CorrectError(S, Q, hA, B, Ci)
Input: A tripartition hA, B, Ci of species-set S such
at least one of A, B, and C has less than 6 elements.
Output: A list P of tripartitions, one of which is the
cleaned version of the input tripartition.
P := ∅
For each s ∈ S Do
A0 := A − {s}; B 0 := B − {s}; C 0 := C − {s};
P :=P ∪ {hA0 ∪ {s}, B 0 , C 0 i}
P :=P ∪ {hA0 , B 0 ∪ {s}, C 0 i}
P :=P ∪ {hA0 , B 0 , C 0 ∪ {s}i}
EndFor
For each partition p ∈ P Do
Remove p from P if p is not 2-bounded
EndFor
ReturnP
CleanRevised(S, Q)
Input: A complete set Q of quartet topologies over the
species-set S.
Output: The list P of compatible 2-bounded tripartitions of S induced by Q.
P := ∅
For each triplet a, b, c ∈ S Do
p:=AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c)
If |A| < 6 or |B| < 6 or |C| < 6 Then
P := P ∪CorrectError(S, Q, p)
Else
P := P ∪ {p}
EndIf
EndFor
For each partition p = hA, B, Ci ∈ P Do
Remove p from P if p is not 2-bounded
EndFor
Return P
Table 4: Algorithms CleanSimple, CleanRevised and
CorrectError.

Consider a 2-bounded tripartition hA, B, Ci. By Definition the number of quartet errors across such a tripartition is
less than 21 (2|A||B|+2|A||C|+2|B||C|−3|A|−3|B|−3|C|+3).
Let err(a, b, c) be the set (QT − Q) ∩ {{a, b, c, w} : w ∈
S − {a, b, c}}. Intuitively, err(a, b, c) consists of all quartet
errors among the quartets considered inside a call to algorithm AssociatePartition(S, Q, a, b, c). Since a single quartet
error can only influence the tripartitions associated with two
distinct triplets [3, Theorem 2], for a 2-bounded tripartition
hA, B, Ci the sum of |err(a, b, c)| over all triplets {a, b, c}
with a ∈ A, b ∈ B, and c ∈ C is less than 2|A||B|+2|A||C|+

2|B||C| − 3|A| − 3|B| − 3|C| + 3. Since the number of triplets
is equal to |A||B||C|, we the average number of errors per
triplet is 2|A||B|+2|A||C|+2|B||C|−3|A|−3|B|−3|C|+3
|A||B||C|
Note that whenever this average value is strictly less than
an integer avg, there is a triplet (a, b, c) whose associated
tripartition has at most avg − 1 quartet errors across it.
We first show that any 2-bounded tripartition has at most
one quartet error across its associated vertex. If |C| =
1 then the number of errors is 2|A||B| − |A| − |B|, and
2|A||B|−|A|−|B|
< 2. Similarly, if |C| = 2, 2|A||B|+|A|+|B|−3
<
|A||B|
2|A||B|
2. Therefore, if |C| < 3, there is a triplet whose associated
tripartition has at most one error. As the above inequalities
hold for all choices of |A| and |B|, this also holds if |A| < 3
or |B| < 3 by symmetry. We can also prove that the average
number of errors is less than 2 in the remaining case when
|A| ≥ 3, |B| ≥ 3, and |C| ≥ 3.
Since |A|, |B|, and |C| are all greater than or equal to
three, the left hand side is not greater than zero, while the
right hand side is strictly positive.
Now assume that all sets A, B, C contain at least six elements. In this case, we can prove that the average number
of errors is less than one, i.e., zero: 2|A||B| + 2|A||C| +
2|B||C| − 3|A| − 3|B| − 3|C| + 3 < |A||B||C| ⇒ |A||B|(2 −
|C|
)+|A||C|(2− |B|
)+|B||C|(2− |A|
) < 3|A|+3|B|+3|C|−3
3
3
3
Just as in the previous case, as |A|, |B|, |C| are all greater
than or equal to 6, the left hand side cannot be greater than
zero while the right hand side is strictly positive.
Two important consequences of the analysis given above
are (1) all tripartitions hA, B, Ci such that all sets contain
at least 6 elements are already computed by the procedure
CleanSimple described at the beginning of this section, and
(2) each of the remaining 2-bounded tripartitions has at
most one error across its associated vertex. A brute force
algorithm CorrectError that corrects all such errors and returns a list of tripartitions that includes the correct tripartition, together with a revised cleaning algorithm, is given
in Table 4.
Consider the time complexity of algorithm CleanRevised.
The most expensive step in this algorithm is checking all
tripartitions for 2-boundedness. As the algorithm computes
O(n3 ) tripartitions for each triplet and, as described in the
previous section, each such tripartition can be checked in
O(n4 ) time, O(n7 ) time suffices to check all tripartitions. A
potential problem may be introduced by the additional set
of O(n) tripartitions that may be computed by algorithm
CorrectError for each tripartition. This would appear to raise
the number of tripartitions that must be checked to O(n4 ).
However, these tripartitions are not completely general, as
each of the tripartitions given as input to CorrectError have
one set that contains at most 6 elements; this implies that
the tripartitions returned as output differ from the input
tripartition by at most one element, which in turn implies
that all tripartitions returned by CorrectError have one set
containing at most 7 elements. Consequently, the number
of quartets across a tripartition returned by CorrectError is
O(n3 ), and algorithm CleanRevised can in fact compute all
2-bounded tripartitions in O(n7 ) time.

6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have described two local vertex quartet cleaning algorithms, the first of which has an optimal
(linear) running time but is guaranteed to recover less than

one fourth of the optimal number of errors, while the second recovers an optimal number of errors but has an almost
quadratic running time. An important open problem is determining whether or not there is a local vertex cleaning
algorithm that is optimal in terms of both running time and
recovered errors.
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